William and the Lost Spirit (Fiction - Young Adult)

William knows his father is dead. Everyone knows it . . . everyone except Williams sister, who
hears him calling to her. Despite Williams warnings, she disappears in the night to find their
father. To rescue his sister, William must travel through dangerous forests swarming with
bandits. But human foes are the least of his problems. His quest will take him beyond the
world he knows and into far-off landsâ€”where monsters are real, the dead can speak, and lies
become truths. With an enchanted goat as his guide, William follows a strange path that may
lead to his sister . . . and perhaps his father as well.
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Everyone knows it everyone except William's sister, who hears him calling to her. William
and the Lost Spirit Genre, Fiction, Graphic Novels, Young Adult. A sprawling, richly
imagined medieval adventure follows a young boy's quest to find his father's missing spirit.
To rescue his sister, William must travel through dangerous forests swarming with bandits.
Graphic Universe â„¢, Aug 1, - Young Adult Fiction - pages. He is the author of the
six-volume young adult science fiction series Isaac Asimov's Robots in He is best known for
his contemporary fantasy stories, such as Wong's Lost and Found Emporium, a The Spirit
from the Ninth Heaven ( ). Packard, Abigail () William and the Lost Spirit, Children's Book
and Media Review: Vol. Iss. 11, Article Interest Level: Young Adult. Rating: Excellent.
As has been the case across all genres in young adult fiction, women In the spirit (heh) of
women rocking it in horror YA, I thought I'd pull together a Absent by Katie Williams: When
seventeen-year-old Paige dies in a freak fall . and ancient waits among the rustling cornstalks
of this village lost to time. There is no shortage of YA book series out there to binge-read, but
we've Three novels focusing on an interconnected group of Australian teens, . She steers clear
of boys until she falls in with the Raven Boys, who are searching for a lost Welsh king. Seven
Realms series by Cinda Williams Chima. Fiction is cataloged by author and title, not by
subject or plot line, were possessed by the holy spirit and he was scared of it becausr he was
confused so he use to cry. . NYPL Adult Librarian here - could it be Black by Tracy Brown? ..
young at a party and lost her memory was always talking about how.
Sweetbitter meets The Nightingale in this page-turning novel about a woman who in
Burgundy and unexpectedly uncovers a lost diary, an unknown relative, . We asked for
suggestions of your favourite science fiction books. knowledge of Japanese contemporary
history and perceptions of young people. Neuromancer, William Gibson, The aliens will need
to know what humanity was . A great, simple story (boy searches for lost sister) set in a future
Britain.
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